
Insect Collecting Instructions 
 
Goal: Collect, prepare and identify specimens from five 
different orders of insects. Insects are arthropods 
characterized by a three part body (head, thorax and 
abdomen) and 6 legs. Spiders and ticks are not insects. 
 
Collection Techniques: 

• Nets – used to sweep over lawns, fields, bushes and shrubs. You can borrow a 
net from your biology teacher. 

• Pitfall traps – plastic cup or container buried so rim is at ground level so insects 
fall in as they walk over it. 

• Light traps – turn on a porch light at night, grab moths and other insects that are 
attracted to it.  

• Check out underneath rocks, logs, swimming pool skimmers and other nooks 
and crannies. 

 
Insect Classification 

• Because insect identification to the genus and species level can be highly 
technical, you only need to classify insects to the correct order. 

• For the highest score, your collection should include insects from 5 different 
orders. 

• A chart identifying common orders of insects can be found on pages 762-763 in 
your textbook, or there are some helpful web sites (see MOODLE for links). 

 
What do you do with them when you have collected them? 
 
Kill the insects using a killing jar or by freezing them.  

• A killing jar can be made by putting some cotton balls in a glass jar with a screw-
top lid.  Soak the cotton balls with nail polish remover.  Put the insects in the jar 
and close the lid – they’ll smother within minutes.  If it’s bad for insects it’s bad for 
you – DO NOT inhale the nail polish remover. 

• Alternatively, put the insects into a small plastic container with a snap on lid. 
Place the container in the freezer for a couple days. 

 
Dry the insects. 

• Arrange the insects in a lifelike position on a drying board (which can be 
borrowed from your teacher). Put pins around (not through) the insect to hold it in 
place. (If your insects are frozen, thaw them BEFORE you try this.) 

• For insects with large delicate wings, like butterflies, put the body of the insect in 
the groove on the board. Put pieces of notecard over the wings to hold them in 
place. Tape the notecard pieces down to hold them. 

• Once the insects dry in a few days, they will maintain the position you have put 
them in. 

 
 



Labeling and pinning dried insects 

• Use insect pins supplied by teacher 
– available in sizes 0, 1 and 3. Use 
1’s for most insects, 0’s for small 
delicate insects, and 3’s for large 
heavy bodied insects.  

• Insert pin through the insect’s body 
as shown at right. Keep the pin at 
right angles to the insect’s body. 

• Really small insects can be 
attached to a small triangle of 
notecard with a bit of glue – then 
the pin can be put through the 
triangle. 

• Labels are made from small pieces of note card (2 
lines by 3 cm). One label has the collector’s name 
and the order of the insect; the other has the date of 
collection and the location where collected. 

• Labels are placed on the pin, underneath the insect. 

• Place pinned and labeled insect in a shoebox or 
similar container to protect them.  Put your name 
and class period on the outside of the box. 
 

 
 
A few hints from people who learned the hard way: 

• Start early – it may take longer to get this done than you think. 

• Collect and prepare some extra insects – some may get damaged or fall apart as 
you’re preparing them. Pick your best five to turn in. 

• Grading will be based on correct identification of insects to order, proper 
preparation and labeling of specimens, and the number of orders represented in 
your collection. 

 


